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·wASHINGTON (UP I)~ The
House voted Thursday to send $50·
tax rebates and special payments to
. the vast majority of Americans.
Giving President Carter almost
exactly wbat he wanted in tax
·
·,
·
policy. ·
The final vote was 282 to 131.
If the Senate agrees, as expected,
rebate checks of$50 will bemailed
to almost everyone making. less
than $30,000. with reduced t:ebates ·
going to those making $25,000 to
$30,000.
.
Special $50 payments also would.
go ·to beneficiaries of Social

.;1

' .. -%...:· ~ ,,

Artistic
Utopia?

~ ..

in a delay until ~ug.u_st in sending' •·
-special
$50 . paym'ents
to
beneficiaries of Social Security,
. welfare and similar programs.
This delay is necessary to weed
out persons who might get a
"double dip"~both a tax rebate
and a special payment. The master
list of wbo got tax rebates will be
checked during July against those
who are entitled to special
payments. Then checks' will be
mailed in Au~st to those who did
not already get a rebate,
Some "double dips '' are likely

A little bit of everything
was involved in crea,ing this
art work shown at the
Annual Students' Exhibition.
Related story and pictures
are on pag.e 5.
·
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Security,
programs, Welfare and similar.
,
!
In addition, the bill gives a small
permanent tax cut to those who
claim the standard deduction and
gives tax incentives to industries
that increase employment. ·
Republican efforts to substitute a
permanent tax rate .cut for the
rebate failed. A final GOP effort to
Wednesday, March 9, 1977
recommit the bill in favor of their
tax cut proposal failed 219 to 194.
Although ma'ny Democrats.
appeared to agree a permanent tax
cut was preferable to the rebate,
they bowed to party loyalty.
.
The bill goes to the Senate where
the rebate appears safe although ·
efforts will be made to reverse the
changes the House made in Carter's
business . tax incentives. The
business 'tax changes were the only
'SANTA FE---Hause Bill 2,. portions of the budget, he can veto from the State Highway Departsour note for Carter who wanted which provides $579.2 million for the line item without having to send ment budget before passing the bill.
relatively small tax credits spread state government operations, was .the entire bill back to the legislature
throughout industry instead of the approved 39-0 on the New Mexico to -be rewritten. However, the
The approval of the bill came as
'
House ·bill which was directed only Senate floor yesterday.
money that has been appropriated a surprise. The Senate and the
at businesses that increase em•
The bill, introduced by Rep. for the line item remains in his House usually haggle over the bill
..;
ployment.
until the 11th hour of the session.
Senate Finance Chairman Russell Tom Brown, Jr ·• D-.cddy-Chaves, budget.
.
"d
"
h
db
Long, D-La., whose committee • a . ee~ given a . o pass recomThe bill provides $302.4 million
The House .cut about $7 million
began· hearings on the tax paci(age"""""..me,n~atlon by the Senate Finance
Tuesday, told newsmen he would Committee at 2 a.m. yesterday
favor an increase in the investmen morning. The bill went to the
tax credit, one of the alternatives Senate floor later that morning.
. The committee approval came
offered by Carter.
Republicans went down fighting after about five hours of testimony
By Tim Gallagher
Asst. Dean of Zimmerman
against the bill, trying to first to and proposed amendments but the
·Like all-news radio stations and Library, Dan Lester, said nearly all
open it ~P t<? unlimit ama~dments, version passed by the H~use and small grocery stores, library books of Zimmerman's $550,000 apthen att.e~ptmg to ~hange It back to sailed through tbe Senate without might become a thing of the past.
propriation from the University is
the ·ongmal verston off~red by anychanges.
Increases of 15, to 20 per cent in spent on magazines and annuals.
Carter, then attemptmg to
.
.
the cost of magazines have caused Most of the $802,000 the library
recommit it in favor of their plan.
· The bill wdl no~ g? to Gov. the library to spend a greater receives as its share of a five-year
All their efforts failed.
Jerry Apodaca for h1s signature or percentage of its budget on' $10 million bond issue for books in
Tax rebate checl{s should be veto.
periodicals and a decreasing per- institutions·· of higher learning is
If Apodaca does not like certain centage on books.
mailed to almost all tax payers in
spent on books. But Lester said that
May and June if the senate approves the bill before theend of the
month.
By Tim Higgins
However, the bill the House sent
rou can get a license "2 STEAL" by filing an application with the
to the Senate Tuesday would result
•1 state's motor vehicle department and paying an extra $15 with your license
'
I
plate registration
fee.
Personal automobile license plates, or "prestige plates," have been
available to New Mexicans since 1967. Buyers of the plates are able to
choose, for their license plates, almost any combination of six letters and
numbers, instead of the typically bland <~AZL-461."
C. H. Garcia, director of vehicle services for the motor vehicle .department, said larger numbers of prestige plates are issued in the state every
year, and that the department has already received 5,000 requests for the
plates this year.
"I don't know what makes them so popular," he said. "People iike to
put their'name's or the names of their home towns or businesses. One guy
who owned a bar got a plate that said 'BOTTLE.' ''
Garcia said that he thought the selling of prestige plates originated in
Maine as a fund-raising measure, and that the practic~ has spread to many
states other than New Mexico.
' Garcia said that while profits from the seiling of prestige plates in New
Mexico go into the state's general funds, administering the progratn was
so expensive that ''we don't come out too much ahead.".~
Requests for "the plates are screened by Garcia and three employes-with
the aid of a'computer. Requests must be checked against a Jist Of currently
issued plates, and checked against a list of words deemed "obscene."
Garcia said, "I either personally say no to obscene requests, or if 11m in
doubt I go to the (motor vehicle dept.) commissioner. Two years ago, the
question of the use of the word 'GOD' came up ... The boss said yes." So
God can be on license plates.
Asked if he remembered any especially unusual or humorous requests
for plates. Garcia said "Not really-we see so many ofthent. ''As for him. self, Garcia has had a rrestige plate only last year, and it read "USA200."
.
Garcia said applications for prestige plates could be picked up at motor
vehicle departnient field offices, and should 'be mailed to the state office ir
~nta Fe. Applicants should Jist three preferences in case their initial
choices are unavailable.
Photoa by Korwn P•negekoa
Prestige plates are renewable at SlS a year.
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Needs Only Governor's App;oval

N.M. Appropriations Bill Passes

..

for public school support and $102
million
to
support higher
education.
If passed, the budget will be added to money given New Mexico by
the federal government and to
other revenues. Then the state
budget for next fiscal year will total
$1,055 billion.

Book Budget Dwindling
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New Mexicans
Given License
For Inspirations

bond money expires in the summer
of 1978 and he isn't sure where the
• money to buy books will come from
when the funds end.
''The rising costs of these
magazines is a serious problem,"
said Lester. "It costs us more and
more each year just to keep the
same number of magazines. After
the bond money ends, 1don't know
what we'll do. I don't think we can
get that additonal money from the
University."
Ladye
Margaret
Payne,
supervisor of collections and
development in the Health Sciences
Library, said about 60 per cent of
the library's budget is spent on
periodicals. ''By the time we get a
textbook, the information in it is
two or three years old," she said.
"We need the periodicals for the
most up-to-date information."
She said the Health Sciences
Library spends about $75,000 a
year on periodicals and only
$16,000 on books. "We have very
few standardized texts here," she
said.
Myron Fink, librarian at the Iaw
library , said more than 70 per cent
of the · library's approximately
$100,000 budget is spent on
periodicals. "This is because most
of our books are in serialization
form. We have to buy the next
chapter each year.''
Lester said that due to the
tremendous increase in the price of
the periodicals, the library is unable
to purchase very many new
magazines. "I'd say that only about
one per cent of our magazines are
new and that's because some of the
old ones go out of business ~nd we
replace them.''
None of the three library
spokJ;:sman had anything to say
about what could alleviate the
problem, but Fink summed up the
matter by saying, ''Serial costs are
eating up our budget." ·
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
White House has come up with 19
more water projects-including a
half-completed $2.7
billion
powerhouse at the Grand Coulee
Dam in Washington-that it says
have failed to 'meet new critefia for
continued construction,. it was
learned Tuesday.
A copy of a White House list
obtained by United Press International rated 45 Western projects
as either ''pass'' or "fail," with
projects in 10 Western states failing
to meet either environmental or
economic criteria.
Congressional sources speculated
that the list represented a
preliminary screening of projects
on which· President Carter may call
for a construction halt, in addition
to the 19 already earmarked for
abandonment.
.White House officials queried by
members of Congress from affected
states denied there was a new list of
projects for which a construction
halt might be sought.
But Sen. Henry Jackson, DWasb., said he received a call from
Bert Lance, director of the Office
of Management and Budget, who
said there was such a list but that it
was merely "a preliminary working
paper."
Jackson said Lance assured him
there was no intent to stop work on
;!> I'AJITH i• lh• regrllered lrodemDtk al
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Lethal Germs Freed
.
By Biological Tests
Seventy-three educational institutions worked under contract on
various aspects of the germ war
program.
The Army also did tests starting
in 1956 on volunteers from the
Seventh Day Adventist Church,
which the report said were conducted "with full knowledge and
concurrence of the church elders."
It said agents tested on humans
could cause such potentially fatal
diseases as rabbit fever, rift fever,
Rocky Mountain spotted fever, and
anthrax.$

Orange Damage
May Raise
Price of Juice
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-Fiorida's January cold
wave may send the price of frozen
concentrated orange juice up to 40
cents a six ounce can and push fresh
orange prices up 10 cents a dozen,
agriculture department experts said
Tuesday.
The analysts admitted in a fruit
situation report their price forecast
was based on early reports of the
extent of freeze damage to Florida
groves in January.
Actual prices may be higher or
lower than the te!ltative fo.recast.
This depends on final production
figures and on whether high prices
lead the citrus industry to sell off
some of its large stocks of
processed
orange
products-including
canned.• juice,
economist Ben Huang . and other
··analysts said in the report.
The increase, if it materializes,
could add more than $400 million
to consumer spending on frozen
· concentrate on the basis of current
industry consumption forecasts.

The Earth® brand
sandal is unique. The
patented design will
help guide you to walk,
smoothly, easily, and
more comfortably than
you ever
believed
possible.
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By United Press International

WASHINGTON-Prime Minister. Yitzhak Rabin, talking "core
issues" with President Carter Tuesday, said Israel would insist on
borders it could 'defend as part of any permanent peace settlement
with the Arabs.
Rabin told a news conference that Israel would insist on defensible
borders as part of any peace agreement-"and those borders in no
way coincide with the boundaries at the beginning of the 1967 war."

NAACP Protests Ignored
WASHINGTON-President Carter, rejecting a protest from the
NAACP, nominated Pittsburgh Mayor Peter F. Flaherty Tuesday as
deputy attorney general.
a
· White House Press Secretary Jody Powell said Carter "obviously
has confidence that Mayor Flaherty will perform in a superb manner.
He would trust the American people to make their judgment upon his
performance in the Justice Department."

Vietnam War Haunts Veteran

Executives Counsel
Business Students

IRON RIVER, Mich.-Seven years after he left the army with a
purple heart, the Vietnam war came back to haunt Charles Clark.
The 29-year-old unemployed veteran, who quit his oil drilling job in
Colorado last December to visit with his family, went on a shooting
spree Monday night, wounding his parents and then killing himself.
Tuesday, his mother, Gladys Clark, 48, recovering from a shoulder
wound, was at a loss to explain the incident.
.
"I think something ·snapped," she said. "It's like other people you
'
hear about just going berserk."

Christian Pogrom Eases
NAIROBI, Kenya-A purge of the Christian tribes in Uganda appears to be easing after President ldi Amin crushed underground opposition to his regime and crippled the church, diplomatic sources
said Tuesday.
The sources said Amin's decision to attend the first Afro-Arab
summit meeting in Cairo indicated the pogrom against Christians was
dwindling. They said Amin would not have left Uganda if there had
been any signs of continuing resistance or threat following a six-week
purge.

Sophia Loren Busted
ROME-Actress Sophia Loren, reportedly under investigation for
tax'evasion and currency violations, was taken into custody at Rome's
Leonardo Da Vinci airport Tuesday as she was about to board a flight
to Paris.
The 42-year-old film star was stoppea by agents of the finance
police, in charge of enforcing Italy's tax and foreign exchange Jaws,
as she passed through the passport control at the airport.

Carter Backs Concorde
WASHINGTON-President Carter Tuesday reaffirmed support of
a trial landing period for the supersonic Anglo-French Concorde in
the Unit!;d StateS and exJ1n:ssesJ. hope for a lessening of tensions over
the controversial jet.
'· '.·. ,
The New York port authoi'ity has delayed a decision on whether to
grant landing privileges for the Concorde at New York City's Kennedy Airport.

SANTA J;E-The senate joint
resolutidl\, calling for a referendum
on restticting the New Mexico
Military Institute to male students,
has been· ~$nt' to the floor of the
house without recommendation.
If the resolution passes the
legislature, the restriction ofNMMI
to males must be supported by the
voters of New Mexico before it
becomes law.
Vote on the resolution (SJR 7
which was intr.oduced by Sen. R.E.
Thompson, D-Chaves), was taken
almost as soon as the meeting in the
Privileges and Elections committee
began. The vote was 6 to 2.
One senator who voted against
allowing women into NMMI had
supported the equal rights ammendment when a move arose last
year in the legislature to strike it
down.
"I feel it is alright to change the
nature of the institution some, in
terms of allowing women to go to
ni.ght courses there. But, I do nr•

By Larry Cer11iceros
Can. you tell us a little about the ,to find another place it is advisable
NMPIRG tenant handbook?
that Y<Jl! just inform your landlord
NMPIRG is the closest that that it will require a court order
students have come to developing a because you believe that you want
public-interest law firm. Although to explain your side to a judge.
it has two lawyers on its staff, it is , There are many other questions
primarily concerned with research that are discussed in the handbook
and has just come out with a and I would advise anyone with
handbook on the law of landlord housing problems to read this
and tenant.
manual before hiring an attorney or
The handbook was researched giving up in a dispute with a lanand put together by four law dlord.
students and edited by Jim Feeney
[Editor's Note: Ceniceros is a
and lawyer Denise Fort. Its main
concern seems to be to answer New Mexico attorney. His column
commonly raised questions con- will appear weekly in the LOBO. If
cerning rental of apartments and · you have any legal questions you'd
like to have . Cenic;eros answer,
houses.
please
send them to the LOBO,
One of the first topics that is
UNM
Box
20, Albuquerque NM,
considered is discrimination in ·
, renting. There are both state and 87131, or drop them off at the
locai Human Rights Commissions LOBQ..newsroom, rm./38, Marron
that can be called as well as the Hall.]
federal HUD office. The handbook
advises that the state Human Rights
Commission be called first. For
residents of Albuquerque it would
actually be better to contact the
local Albuquerque Human Rights
Commission. The commission will
By Bill Robertson
be able to provide quicker service
Retired business executives are now donating their time advising
out of this office by sending out
somebody to inquire whether there students at the UNM School of Business.
The Albuquerque chapter of the nationwide Service Corps of Retired
is an actual unit, and if so, why it
(SCORE), in cooperation with the School of Business, has
Executives
isn't being rented to the complaintant. Even if you call the State established a SCORE office in the business school to provide students with
Human Rights Commission first, advice on a variety of business-related subjects.
Norm J. Shetler, a former vice-president of Encyclopedta Britannica and
you will probably be referred to the
one of the representatives of SCORE on campus, said, "In our counlocal agency.
The law of leasing itself consists selling, we do not take the 'when I was your age' approach. Rather, we
of the rights and duties that lan- simply apply our past experiences to problems brought to us and provide
dlords and tenants owe each other. help in any way we can."
These rights can be enforced by
Shetler said that a major facet of the counselor's service would be in
resort to the magistrate or district helping graduates who want to establish a small business of their own.
courts.
"We want to help these prospective businessmen before they get in too far
·Tenants have an additional too fast."
remedy in that they can call the city
Established in 1964, SCORE is a subdivision of the Small Business
housing inspector if their landlord Administration. Its members represent a wide variety of fields in the
fails to keep the premises up to the business world. Members of the SCORE team on the UNM campus are
housing code. The handbook points experienced in areas such as financial analysis, office management,
out this alternative and states that planning·and operations research, and plant management and layout.
legally the landlord cannot evict
"If a problem arises concerning a particular area that our campus team
tenants for calling the inspector. is not experienced in, we can consult any of the 52 members of the local
This is, of course, true but in an chapter of SCORE," said Shetler.
.
actual situation the tenant could get
Michael Gross, one of the first students to seek help from SCORE, is
evicted under the pretext of now organizing a computerized legal research program for the UNM Law
remodeling the premises. ·
Sc)lool. His program will provide research through a national computer
Another tactic that the handbook system for attorneys and Jaw students. He said, "The people at SCORE
points out is the one of witholding helped me develop an effective sales pitch for my program. They provided
rent to the extent that the premises the spiritual and moral backing which enabled me to sell my program to
are not habitable. Tenants can also thelawschool."
go to court to force the landlord to
Assoc. Dean of Business Raymond Radosevich is one of the persons
keep his obligations. In most court responsible for bringing SCORE to the UNM campus. He said, "It's
cases over housing it is actually the critical to the success of the program that more students learn that this
landlord that is attempting to evict counsel is available to them. SCORE has been a valuable service to the
one of the tenants and/or asking
Small
Business
Administration
and
for damages.
fectiveness
to UNM.
~· __ .. .
'
_
_
_
As the handbook clearly explains, the landlord cannot evict
If)}~~
someone by turning off the utilities
or moving out the occupants or
their belonging~ physically. If you
disagree about havjng to move out • The Student Veterans Will meet Wed. Mlll'ch.9 at
or even if you just want some time Mesa Vista Hall Day Care Center, downstairs.
•

Rabin Defends Boarders

on your gasoline bill ·
Bicycle! Touring and commuting on a bicycle is a
healthy, non-polluting, clean
way to get around. We
have a complete line of KIRT·
LAND/TOURPAK product$
to help you gear up with the
best. Come in, start saving
today ...
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ASUNM Finance Meeting today at 6 p.m. in rm.
230oftheSUB.
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O'Donnell
O'Donnell said several of the
senators who had said they supported the resolution had voted for
"no recommendation" when the
actual vote was taken. Initially,
"We had had enough votes for a
'do pass' recommendation," he
said.
Rep. James Otts, D-Eddy, said
the resolution is an emotional issue
and that the people should be given
a chance to speak about it on the
house floor.

It's

Right
You Know lt.

Foxy Reflections now offers a complete line
of skin products. If the look is natural it's

ST· CYR
Call now for a Free make-up demonstration
for a natural you.

1123 Central NE

Save $3.00 on 1st Pair
Save $4.00 on 2nd Pair

FREE
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William
agree that we should 'change the
ocmplexion of the cadet corps.
There are other schools in New
Mexico where girls can go to get
military training," said Rep.
William O'Donnell, D-Dona Ana.
He said asking him to change his
opinion is like asking an old dog to
change to new tricks. "I don't
believe in girls being anywhere close
·to combat, or learning the manual
of arms or being near machine
guns," he said.

2120 Central. S.E. ?43-6954.
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Grand Coulee, where a third
Projects listed as fai!\l}g the
powerhouse was marked "fail" on · criteria included: Brantle'y .frpject,
,
the list.
New Me~<ico; San Jjlan,,Chama
i\1ore than $1 billion already has Project, New Me,:i.9P· and
been spent on that project which, if Color ado; Tualatin. '}' roj ect,
completed, would produce an Oregon; Third Powerplant,
·additional 7 million kilowa.tts and Washington; Bacon Siphon and
once again make Grand Coulee the Tunnel, Washingtbl]; San Luis
world's biggest hydroelectric power Unit, California; San Felipe .Unit,
project.
California; Sacramento River
· Jackson said he was "shocked" Division, California; Southern
by the implication that the ad-. Nevada Water Supply Project,
ministration might seek a halt to the Nevada; Jensen Unit, Utah; Dallas
project and to a second Washington· Creek, Colorado; Lyman Project,
project to supply irrigation water Wyoming and Utah; Palmetto
for 500,000 acres ofnow atid land.
Bend Project, Texas; Nueces River
The three basic criteria-en- Project, . Texas; Frying Panvironmental impact, the cost-to- Arkansas Project, Colorado;
benefit
ratio
and
safety Narrows unit, Colorado; North
questions-were the same as those Loup Division, Nebraska; O'Neill
cited on the "pass- fail" list of Unit, Nebraska and Dickinson
Unit, North Dakota.
projects.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
Army disclosed Tuesday at least
239 biological warfare tests were
run in the United States from 1949
to I %9, some releasing potentially
lethal organisms into the open air.
In addition, an official study
said, at least three persons died
from accidental exposure ·to germ
warfare materials under circumstances not described.
The study also showed Defense
Secretary Harold Brown was in. voived in "large increases in U.S.
Army · biological
warfare
programs" at the start of the
Kennedy administration in 1961.
It said Brown, then the Pentagon's director of defense
research, "strongly concurred in
the joint chiefs of staff view that
these weapons had great potential"
and recommended a program to
determine their impact.
Army spokesmen said no human
· volunteers died from exposure to
biological agents in the tests
' covered by the report-conceding
some classified programs may not
have been included.
As for unintended human
damage, however, the report said
504 Army installation workers were
accidentally infected and three at
Ft. Dietrick, Md., died as a result.
Two succumbed to anthrax in the
1950's and one from viral encephalitis in 1964. It was not clear
how they became exposed to the
fatal materials, but Army
spokesman said at least one victim
was a construction worker who had
no connection witl;t the biological
warfare tests;$
The report said tests involving
.human volunteers started in 1955on
prisioners from the Ohio and
Maryland State Penitentiaries
conducted by Ohio State University
·and the University of Maryland.
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Campus Crime
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In the past few weeks we have observed what appears to be a large increase in vandalism on the UNM campus. During the past 11 days there
~ have been five reports of vandalism. This does not include the break-in
il; and thefts from Scholes Hall two weeks ago,

SUB Film
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v

Guide

Also we must emphasize that these are the number of reported crimes.
We are sure there are small incidents of damage to automobiles or perhaps
the theft of small private property that goes unreported.
While these incidents can hardly constitute the label of a major crime
wave·at UNM. these crimes do provide a basis for some serious thought.
The UNM campus has long enjoyed a reputation of being an open campus where community and students are allowed easy access to all facilities
and buildings. Even during the evening people roam the grounds just to
walk, jog or take in the sights.
The problem is that this freedom also enables vandals and simple
thieves to disfigure and steal from the University.
We appreciate the efforts of the campus police and we certainly do not
want to see this campus become a fenced security camp where everyon~
must go through a guard station to be admitted.
However, the plain truth is that it is not safe to leave anything of value
on campus or to allow unknown visitors free access around the University.

.

'

Perhaps we need more police and fewer parking officers or perhaps we
need changes in the system of patroling UNM.
Whatever the solutions are, the first step towards curbing the number of
crimes on campus is to get some sort of input and planning together.
Anyone who is a member of the UNM community should be very vocal
as to how to solve this crime problem. The· Campus Planning Committee
should receive these solutions or complaints as well as the campus police.
We are not advocating a hysterical mob descend on the Campus Police
office but letters or comments should be sent to the Campus Planning
Committee and the police office.
These thieves and vandals must be stopped or the University is no
longer an open place but simply a reflection of society's crime rate. We
cannot afford to be suckers for criminals.

unurrunnnnrmnmrurmrrmummmnrnmnnnunnum•i••nm

Editor:
Blinded by the righteousness of
his holy cause Mr. Huston again
subjected us to a large dose of
rhetoric without reason. If he would
take the time to read any of my letters objectively, Mr. Huston would
see I have never said PIRG is
"bad." I do say, "PIRG is not worth
it to the students."
Again, Mr. Huston, I would like

ASUNM Viewpoint

The Price of" Increased Efficiency
By Senators Ona Savage & P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia
One of the most important duties
of the ASUNM Senate each year is
the preparation of a fair and
responsible budget, one which sensibly parcels out the activity fees
paid by UNM students.
This year ASUNM received funding requests from campus

organizations
totalling
$481,000-yet Senate has only
$287,000 to allocate. The process
of determining which organizations
get how much on the budget can
become long and tiresome, so the
temptation may be strong to
streamline the procedures and save

by Garry Trudeau
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Editorial Board

Editor-ln-Chlot
Sl,isan Walton

Sports Editor
llavid Belling

Letters

Hope you all have a good spring
break and also that you try to catch
a flick before you depart on your
well-deserved vacations.
Starting the week out on
Wednesday night the SUB Theatre
will show That Cold Day in the
Park directed by Robert Atlman.
Cold Day is Altman's first film in
which Sandy Dennis plays a
wealthy woman who offers shelter
to a young wanderer in an attempt
to communicate with someone
quite different from herself. She
fails to break through which
eventually leads to violence and
murder.
Thu"rsday, the SUB Theatre will
. show two documentary films. First
on the program is World Without
Sun;this oscar-.winning film is
directed
by
the
French
oceanographer
Jacques- Yves
Cousteau. This film is about men
living beneath and experiments
being conducted below the ocean.
Second on double bill is The Battle
of San Pietro. This film is about the
In the latest issue of Rolling Stone Magazine, Stevie Nicks and Lindsey U.S. Army during WW II liberating
Buckingham of Fleetwood Mac discuss their recent separation after more San Pietro, an Italian town. This
than six years. Nicks said: "The best explanation is: Try working with your film is directed by none other than
secretary ... in a raucous office ... and then come home with her at night. See Major John Huston.
how long you could stand her. I could be no comfort to Lindsey when he
Rounding out the -.yeek'sc .,
needed comfort~"· ·· ".. · " · ""
·" ~ ·
,.,. · ·· · "' ' · ·program (no film on Saturday
Buckingham told Rolling Stone he's overcome the breakup with Nicks. because of spring break), the SUB
He said: "It was a little lonely there for a while. The thought of being on Theatre will show Camille which is
my own really terrified me. But then I realized being alone is really a directed by George Cukor. This
"cleansing thing ... as I began to feel myself becoming more myself again. romantic film which stars Greta
I'm surprised we lasted as long as we did."
Garbo as a good girl gone bad is
SoiU"ces close to the Sgt. Pepper movie have been leaking the "top based on a novel by Alexander
secret" at Hollywood parties that the Beatles have agreed to appear in the Dumas.
film. This information is so classified that even the Beatles haven't been
As always, films at the SUB
told. From London Paul McCartney said: "I know nothing about it."
Theatre are a buck (I dollar).and all
Popular British singer and guitarist, Roy Harper, almost had to delay a showings are at 7 and 9:15p.m.
tour of Britain when he caught a flu-like virus while giving mouth-tomouth resuscitation to a pregnant sheep. Harper's flock had been having a
rash of stillbirths and the musician was trying to save the ewe in labor.
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'Huston Offers Rhetoric Without Reason'
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time on the Senate floor.
Last Wednesday night the
Senate enacted Internal Business
Bill No. 2, which was intended to
accomplish such streamlining. The
questions now facing the senators
must be, what is the cost of this efficiency?
The streamlining bill provided
that Finance Committee would
schedule a hearing for all
organizations requesting funds and
that notice of these hearings would
be given to all senators,
organizations, and the public.
After hearing the budget
requests, Finance Committee
would recommend amounts to the
Senate as a whole.
The present Finance Committee
·has been diligent in performing this
responsibility. The Senate as a
whole should do no less.
Under terms of this bill, as few as
six senators could prevent in-depth
consideration of any group's financing.
We urge the Senate to reconsider this procedural efficiency. First of all, this process was set up after Finance· Committee had already
begun hearings, so senators cannot
have final input into the funding of
organizations and therefore cannot
effectively represent thek constituencies.
Organizati9ns too are denied
their privilege of having a full,
representative Senate <jetermining
funding accounts.
The Senate should consider
whether the price- of this increased
efficiency is more than the benefits.
They should take care that
streamlining doesn't become
steamrolling.
Managing Editor
Karen Moses

Arts·and Media Editor
Lynda Sparber

to remind you, at the risk of
repeating myself-but in the hope
this time. it will sink in-if PIRG did
not extort two dollars from us,
none of this refund fiasco
would be necessary. Do
something in the "Public Interest"
for a change and see to it the refunds are given out. The fact remains
PIRG gets the money, therefore the
refunds are your responsibility! 1
A few other points of Mr.
·Huston's letter deserve comment.
First, selective memory conveniently allows Mr. Huston to
forget that the first attempt to pass
the "PIRG referendum" resulted in
resounding defeat. Many previous
referenda which propose lowering
the activity fee to 50 cents and
eliminating the athletic fee have
passed more than 10 to one. After
this year the only change PIRG has
made in the activity fee will be a
two dollar increase. I'd say you
have violated the wishes of the
students.
As to the "overwhelming" two
to one passage of the referendum,
fewer than 1000 students voted
for it. Yet over 10,000 concerned
students signed petitions asking for
the same two dollars increase in the
activity fee.
Because of PIRG the activity fee
has gone up $2 for each student,
with the promise the increase
would be refundable. What will
happen if PIRG does not receive an
allocation from ASUNM of' $2 pet
student? Again logic dictates you
will not. Another broken piomise.
The. final result?? PIRG becomes
just another part of the
bureaucratic establishment.
PIRG may have changed "many
of their methods of operation."
Who would know? Has any student
not on the board of directors ever
been told any of their methods of
operation? What should be done
is to change the scope of their
operation. They receive their
money from UNM students and
don't do anything directly related to
the "student's interest." Aren't we
part of the "public?" Or maybe we
can't have any particular "interests" except that of benevolent
benefactor?
Next, Mr. Huston shows us his
slick "confuse the issue" tactics.
Since he could not answer my objections that P IR G had done
nothing for the students, he claims
the LOBO and ASUNM don't do
everything for the· students. Quite

News Editor
Tim 'Gallagher

a difference!! At least the LOBO
and ASUNM and, for that matter,
all the other groups funded through
the activity fee, try to do
something for the students.
Tho_!le organizations which don't'
benefit or respond to the students
can be denied funds by the
ASUNM Senate. Did any such
check ensuring responsibility exist
on PIRG this year? No!! Next year
this check on PIRG will be instituted. Since you have known this
for a full year and have chosen to
ignore its implications, PIRG is now
running scared and slinging mud
everywhere in an attempt to confuse the issue.
If Mr. Huston would have taken
the time to examine and analyze
my "inane platform," he would see
that unlike all the others who were
running who proposed to "change
the world, country, government,
and bureaucracy in one day," I was
offering suggestions and proposals
to help that part of the public to
which PIRG owes its existence, the
students.
Finally at the end of his letter, Mr.
Huston acknowledged that in the
battle of wits, armed with the facts,
he had lost, and he resorted to a
shabby petty personal attack on
me. This man is truly a professional
staffer PIRG desperately needs.
Richard J. Gordon

Nomination
Is Pleasing

Rebekah Szymanski, Dolores Wood

The Sutherland Brothers and Quiver consider the audiences in northern
Germany probably the toughest in the world. The group had to cancel a
tour in Germany last December when bassist Gavin Sutherland narrowly
missed a can studded with six-inch spikes which was hurled from the
audience. Sutherland says: "All the bands say the Germans are great-it's
just us that had a bad time."
Pink Floyd' has been suspending a 40-foot long inflated pig over their
audiences and has taken ads in magazines reading ."oink oink woof woof
baaa.''

Open Letter to Pres. Davis:
I read in the LOBO (Perspective
Page) about Dr. Alicia Alarcon
being nominated for "Best Teacher
of the Year." l.am more than proud
to see Dr. Alarcon nominated to
this honor because I know what an
excellent professor she is. I attended a class at the University of
Albuquerque where she is a parttime instructor in the Spanish
Department and I thoroughly enjoyed and learned from her.
Congratulations
to
UNM
because·! feellt has done justice to
a teacher whom we all feel has
given outstandin,g teaching performance in the classroom.
Thank you for interest.

Asst. News li:ditor
lJ.M. Hynn

Copy t:ditors

Pure Prairie League has named Norman Rockwell an bonorary member
of the band with backstage privileges and an invitation to jam when he
feels like it. The 83-year-old artist has not yet responded.
Ray Davies of the Kinks told Rolling Stone during a recent interview that
he felt he'd always have to work. Davies said: "I'll never be a rich person.
I'll always have something that I'm unhappy about. I don't think I'm
going to be happy."
Davies is proud of. the band's accomplishnJ,epts, and apprehensively
hopeful about the future. He told Rolling S(one: "Total freedom has
always sort of held nie back, in a way, becaus")'ve got nothing. to fight
against. I wouldn't have finished 'Sleepwalker' if I hadn't given myself a
deadline. Then I had to finish it whether I liked it or not.

On Thursday March 10 at 1:30 p.m.
Denise Forte, Staff Attorney and
Lobbiest for NMPIRG will he
speaking on PIRG'S Lobbying
efforts in Santa Fe.
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~ Three Things •
1 Thi~ Coupon
2Buzzard
3Apollo
(l)This Coupon Buys Your 1st Drink
Wed Night One per customer
(2) Fine Rocking Country Music Wed-Sat
(3) USA Earth 931 San Mateo
Listening, Dancing, Pool Tables

APO·LLO

TV
8:00-Ch.
4:
Jacques
Cousteau (Salmon in Alaska.)
8:00-Ch. 5: Nova (History
of the birth control pill.)
8:00-Ch. 13: Movie ("Mr.
Majestyk.")
9:00-Ch. 5: Childhood
("Possessions.")
10:00-Ch. 5: "Scenes From
a Marriage" (Part I of six of the
Bergman film.)
11:30-Ch. 13: Movie ("Day
ofihe Evil Gun.")
12:00-Ch. 4: Tomorrow
(How a star is made.)
12:10-Ch. 7: Movie {"The
Last Bridge of .Salem.")

ONE of the OLDEST LOCALLY OWNED JEWELERS IN ALBUQUERQUE

Number 1 ... of the 12
Most Beautiful Diamond
Engagement Rings
in the World.

USA Earth 255-0767 -
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Ba1ik supplies
versatex textile paints lor brush & airbrtJsh
wa,:wreslst materials
Stencil materials
Sllk~Screen

printing supplies

Pentcf pastels for fabric
Complete line of airbrushing equipment
Books & manuals

: CAL·ART uill~rnauu~

Rosalie Espinosa
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•

Photo Editor
Wennell T. Hunt

Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman

PIRGonKUNM
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OU" OWN TERMS
BANKAMERICARD
MASTERCHARGE

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMA TT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES !DRAFTING SUPPLIES I PICTURE FRAMING
2510CENTRALAVENUE, S.E. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106, 265·3733
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Baseballers Sweep 2 From Ags
2

By Tom Kensler
Lobo batsmen cracked out 30
.Q hits, including six triples, enroute to
~ trouncing rival New Mexico State,
19-1 and 8-2, at Lobo Field
8 Tuesday afternoon.
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Centerfielder Aaron Cain
continued his torid hitting streak by
rapping out six hits in nine at-bats,
while scoring four times and driving
in three runs. John Konitzer and
Kyle Rutledge aided the UNM
cause with four hits apiece in the
twin-bill.
Righthander Rob Hoover, now
3-0, pitched brilliantly in the first
game, holding the befuddled Aggies
to four singles through five and
one-third innings before giving way
to reliever Jack Wilson. The Lobo
duo combined for eight strikeouts
in the seven-inning contest.
After scoring once in the first
~

TheNew·

Lucky'sPb:za

$1.00 .off any large
or medium Pi:zza or
Lasagna purchase .

mJSm present this coupon

4513 Centrai·NE, 256-995-l

Open
Sundays

Udll\o I obu

·Sports·

The Lobos kept the momentum
going in the second game, scoring

All supplies 20% OFF with student LD.
Neons ............. 1211''
Ass. Africans ......... 99•
Feeder Goldfish ..... 14/1''
Small Blushing Angles 2/1 00
Ass. Angels ........... 79•
Black Mollies ........ 311"
Semi-Fancy Guppies .. 311 00
Med. Tiger Barbs ..... 211''
Longlife Flake Food Reg. 16'-99•
Used 20 gal. tank with filters-13"
Live Tubifex-49' oz.
-Extra Special·
Metaframe Heater C22-75 watts-3. 4'

1425·8 San Mateo NE

266·9778

Annual Book Sale
,<<;.

Phi Alpha Theta ·
Room 127-c, SUB

• Diverse Subjects
• Cheap Prices

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Photo by Phyllis Kushner

Lobo Art DeLaO is .out on a close play at first base.

Tracksters
Run Fast

Winter Carnival
Is Next Week

Specials·
Mon- Fri
All Drinks

2Forl
Sat - Till 9 pm
Sun -. Till. 7 pm

WANTE&:I

Reg. B-ar Drinks

soc

~fiTSO

o~SUB

Poncho Villa tequila
• · A Fine DriillHng Estabt ishmeni.

=nccr<~·
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concern:2
words
43 City of Iran
45 Bulwark
47 Unlocked
49 Branches
52 Boxer's
punch
53 Elect. units
54 Place of
confinement
55 Drink
56 Author Earl
----Biggers
58 Roman
highway
59 Greek·pro-

CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
B736, rfn
PASSPORT, JMMIGRATJON, J.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or come
to 1717 Gir<~rd Blvd. NE. tfn
A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
available fol- IO'Cen1s a copy in room 131, Marron
Hall, TFN
NONSMOKERS CLUBI897·01Jl. 4/6
NEED YARD DAILY. for dog, Monday.Friday,
Good playmate, spay·ed, will contribute. Oenie, 166151$. J/10
PARTY! Our sound ·system booked so fast In
Dec:e.r;nber we're doing it again! Fra~s, Sors, special
rate. We supply everything. Call266..0235. 4/4 ·
AGORA; .UNM 1s student erJsis center. 277-3013 or
come by NW corner, Mes~ Vista Hall. 3/21
NEED EXTRA CHEST PROTECTION? Wear
cotton T·shirts by Lollopop. Very feminine. Assorted
colors& styles. 2910 CentralSE at Wild Rose. 3/21
DO YOU HAVE a legal question? Leone! Ceniceros,
attorney, answers legal questions· in his Wednesday
column in the LOBO. Send questions \O the LOBO,
UNM Box 20, City, 87131 or drop them at the LOBO
newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall. 3/9
ALIX~ HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY, Princess,
from your favorite Turhdisha, 3/9
UP AGAINST THE WALL? Christians who claim
answers are willing to share them. with you. Wednesdays and Fridays, 7·9 p.m. St. Paul's-University
Chapel, 2920 Campus Blvd. NE. J/9
I NEED a Korean student, preferably female, who
can help me translate personal letters into English
from Hangul, and also willing to teach me KQreail
(for pay). Call Tom, 243-6900. 3/9

Lost & Found
'HELP: LOST GLASSES, Racedriver plastic frames,
clear brown, white. Orange-ish cloth case. Beth,
Anne, 266·8893, 319
LOST: SMALL GOLD RING, 3/1177, Popejoy.
Letter "M" on
Great sentimental value.

vinCe

60 Clamp the

teeth

together
63 Sticky
substsance: Informal

FOUND: LARGE DOG: mutt, (part Doberman?)
white w/black spots; near Quarter's Lounge. 2473856 to clalm. 3/11

Services

UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: brand new color TV,
big screen. Assume payments, $7.00 per month, New
guar~ntee. 255-7535, 3/11
1972 VOLVO STATION WAGON: AC, radlo,
radials, CKccllent condition, $3,200,00, Call299-4067,
883-8128. 3/10
VW BUS, 1971; 7 pass., factory rebuilt engine, 2561142, 277·5806. J/11
USEP SOFA, & Two chairs, 8-inch .Admiral TV, C~t\1
265·9222, Jill
FINEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sets.
Charlie Romero, 294.5 Wyoming NE. 293~
690l. J/21
FALCON 10 SPD: Lightweight frame, CamponoJa
gears, centerpull brakes. $90.00, 2SI·5112. 3/9
'65 MG MlDGBT: Re-built engine, new paint, new
tires, mechanically sound, $850,00. Randyi 266~3386,
265·6949. J/21
REPOSSESSED SONY: 1.5'' Trinatron color TV,
take over payments of $9.00 monthly till balance is
paid off. 25.5·7.534. l/11
1972 600cc BMW. Dependable and economical.
$1100.00 firm. 266-4115, evcning!J, 3/21
FENDER RHODES electric piano: one year old,
excellent condition. Call 883·0561, after !i
p.m. 3/21
•
'71 GMC PICKUP: Excellent condition, 2656556, J/1 I
OLYMPUS OM·l: Excellent coQdition, price
negotiable, 277·2498. 3/22
1972 VW BUG, Good running condition, good tires,
$950.00. 268·8194. 3/9

For Rent
GAY APTS. FOR RENT. Have2-bedrooms, also!bedrooms. Couples w.,.lcome. Call2.S5-2186. 3/11
SUMMER SUBLET: .5~bedroom house on campus
with fall option. 612 UniV. N.E., $350.00, plus
utilities, 247-4875, 277·"2434. 3/9
ROOMS ON CAMPUS: 612 Unlv. N,E. $8!i.OO plus
utilities. 247·4875, 277-2434. 3/9
2 TWO BEDROOM HOUSES, $22l.OO·I250.00,
Studio apt., $125,00, 1-3 blocks to UNM. 836
07l2. Jill

E111ployment
OVERSEAS JOBS-summer/year-round, Europe,
S. America, Austra1ia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500.00$1200,00 monthly. Expenses pnid, sightseeing. Free
inform.· Write: Internatlqnal Job Center, Dem. Nil,
Box449Q, Berkeley, CA 94704. 3/2.5
KAlTANA J.C.C. SUMMER OAY CAMP In
Manzanos. Now in~crviewing A&C, nature, camp.
craft. music, da.nce, water safety, recreation
specialists; & counselors. Salaries co111petitive. Rob
Etigson, 255-3644, after6 p.m. 3/11
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PART nME HELP WANTED: Sa'les clerk &-:·-~
.~tocklng. Must be over 21, graduate slut\ents only.
Apply in person, no phone calls. Save-Way Liquor cr'
Store, .5704 Lomas Blvd. NE. .3/25

b

5J

PART TIME WORK: 56 openings, $400.00 a momh.
Ca!I25S·2337, 1-3 p.m. only. 3/9
COLUH.AllO", WYOMING, MONTANA, Sum·
mertime employees for dude ranches, Nail. Parks,
and U.S, Forest Service. For information and
directory send $3.00 to Outdoor Services, Bo:o.: 349,
Cody, Wyoming82414. 3/21

ffilscellaneous
HEAT & FOOD PRODUCING Solar Oreenh.ouse
Book for sale at Bakery, 118 YaleSE. 3/9

Travel
SUMMER '77 IN EUROPE. London, Paris,
Switzerlnnd, Italy, Austria & Germany. Depart June
23 from Albuq, Return July 19, Only $1450,00.
Include~ meals, room, & guided tours.fnternatiomli
Education Inc. Call265-0482. 3/23

SHARE RENT. Large house and yard, southeast
heights, no pets. 256-9637, 3/11
BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS I bdr. apt. Large
fireplace, patio, furnished, many extras. 5 bl. from
UNM. $200.00/mo. 266-5256. 3/21
ROOMMATE WANTED. Responsible, female
Jitudent preferred. 255-3127, 3/IJ

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842~ /
5200. ~fn
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imagination. 898-5977. 3/J 1

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265...0335, Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
nmpliflers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. lOo/o
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV'sforsalc, 3/11
TYPING, JSTQUALlTY.883·7787. 416
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on-campus.
2%-8564. 3/JI
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266·9037. 4/8
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Call 2664770.
Legal, medical, statistical, general, 3/11
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Guamntecd acctnac)'· Rcasonnble rates. 2987147. 3/22

• The patented, original exercise
sandal that looks so good ... feels
so oood
Sizes 4 to 10.

Sandals

For So.le
NEW SHIPMENT of 1.50 Berlin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles. R.C.
Hallett's, 843·9378.. tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255~5981. 3/24
DUE TO DIVORCE: Kirby \'acuum cleaner. New
warranty. 1977 model. Take over payments of$7 ,37 a
month. 255·1534, 3/1 J
REPOSSESSED: Late model belt drive and dirctl
drl\'C turntable. Also Sansui, Kenwood and Fischer
receivers. Assume payments of $7.87 a month, For
inform.ation call255·7535. 3/11
SINGER MACHINE: sewing machine, not claimed.
Equipped to butlonhole1 z:ig.zag. Pay Sl9.00 & take
machine. 255·15.34. 3/11
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padded, soft leather strap
• In Bone, Blue, White, Cherry,
Denim
• Made of smooth, long-lasting,
European beechwood .. , sculpted
tor maximum comfort
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14.95 pair
CHARGE IT • MASTER CHARGE • BANKAMERICARD
4821 CENTRAL NE opposite Hiland Shopping

Ne\N Mexico
Daily-Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word per day, $1.00 minimum charge.
5 or more consecutive timesgo per word per day.
Terms: Cash in advance.

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayB

•

Please place the following classified advertisement in the Ne~ Mex.ico Daily Lobo
_ _ times beginning
. , under the headmg (wcle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3, Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

lTfllJIR

Warrior
) J

..,

medically
50 Cognizant:
Slang
1 Equal:
Prefix
51 "Get Going":
5 Strokes on
Slang
the green 53 Gave ap10 Impetuous
proval
14 Minute
57 Acting
quan11ty
.
15 Accustom 1 . VIO 1ant1Y
161nside·
61 North
·
Afncan
Comb. form '62 Dealer
17 Griped
64 Actress---19 Unsightly
mark
Negri
20 Designate 651rregularly
toothed
21 From a cer- 66 Oar:
Prefix
t~ln dlrec- 67 Bridge
68 Worthless
23 JY?~ter
sportsman ·
stuff .
25 Brit after- 69 Transtt
·
·
damage
noon ritual
allowance
26 Drinking
bouts
29 Building
DOWN
34 Female student
35 Roman garment
37 General

Tues!lay's Puzzle Solved:

Persono.ls

Gymnasts
Host ASU

March 10, 1977

This Week:

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

By Ed Johnson
The UNM women's track team,
in gusty winds and cool weather
By Peter Madrid
shirt contest and the awarding of Saturday, competed in their first
The UNM Winter Carnival door prizes.
outdoor meet of the season in the
Committee has announced the
The final day of the 1977 Winter local Duke City Dasher AAU meet
schedule of events for this year's Carnival wil begin with snowmobile at University Stadium.
annual ski fiesta to be held at Red racing at 9 Saturday morning at a
Anita Marsland broke her own
River, N.M. March 17-19.
site named Louise's Meadow. At 11· UNM high jump record, jumping 5a.m., UNM Ski Team Coach
The festivities get underway George Brooks, will hold an alpine 6.
Two speedy five-footers, Cindy
Thursday at noon, with the in- ski clinic. The giant slalom and the
troductions of the Snow Queen Businessman's Misfit Slalom will Hagg and Lynnette Guitterez, ran
contestants. At 1:00 p.m., a take place at 1 p.m. The exciting the 100-yard dash in what they
snowshoe race will take place and at freestyle competition will be held at described as a "terrible" time of
2-4 p.m., UNM nordic Coach Klaus 3 p.m. on the Red River Bump. The 11.6, winning first and second
Weber will hold a cross-country ski festivities come to an end at 4 p.m. respectively.
Lobo Cindy "Flash" Ashby sped
clinic.
with the awards assembly in the through her 440 in a 58.4 clocking,
with Connie Joseph running a 61.1
Friday at 10 a.m., the single main chalet.
The
price
for
the
Winter
Carnival
obstacle race will be run, At 11 a.m.
and Karen Cunninghame, a 61.9.
"The kids are working really
the all-popular dual obstacle booze ticket is ten dollars. The fee inrace will take place. A race clinic cludes admission to the kegger hard. We're sacrificing short-term
will be held by the Red River ski dance, all the racing events, the goals now and it's a difficult thing
instructors at 11 a.m. at Powder clinics, the wine and cheese party for an athlete· to do. You train
Puff Mountain, a small slope and a discount on lift tickets. really. hard and then you don't get
the results you expected, Tney're
within easy driving distance of Red
Tickets are available at the UNM gonna come around for the big
River.
ski team office located in room B- meets in April," Coach Tony
Ballet skiing competition wil take 38 of Johnson Gym.
Sandoval said.
place at 1 p.m. aiso at Powder Puff
The meet marked the return of
Mountain. Friday afternoon's
Lucille Jones, a regular 3-miler who
. festivities end at 2:30 p.m. with a
ran the mile and who has been
wine and cheese party for Winter
suffering a knee injury for nearly a
Carnival participants at the bottom
year, missing the cross-country
of the racing (NASTAR) hill.
indoor season.
She said of her 5:32 mile, "No
A torchlight parade on the front
speed.
I'm just trying to get back
face of the mountain will kick off
into
it.
I waited too long (to catch
Friday night's celebrations at 7
the
first-place
finisher). I need some
The UNM men's gymnastics
p.m. Action then turns to the main
speed
and
work."
.
chalet with the kegger dance from team hosts Arizona State in its last
Lisa
Gibbs
long
jumped 17-9!11
from 8:30 to 11:30 p.m. Included in dual meet of the seasort at 7:30
for a first-place finish, with Dinie
the kegger dance will be the wet T- tonight in Johnson Gym.
Norero finishing second with a
This will be the final tune up for jump of 17-4.
the
Lobos before they compete in
Norero also high jumped 5-4 ,
~=.\ cglasses or Contact Lenses
the
Western
Athletic
Conference
to
which
was Marsland's record
Fast service. quality and
be
held
in
Albuquerque
March
17before
the
meet began.
style at reasonable cost
19.
Cindy Hagg commented that for
Casey Opticai.Co.
Marsland, "The sky's the limit,"
Earlier this year· the Sun Devils but Marsland was more modest as
(.Next door to CaseyRexallDrugJ
.Lpmas at Washington 2!>5-6329 : defeated the Lobos in Tempe.
she said, "It's strange; coming out
at the beginning of the season and
doing so well."
Sandoval said, "Marsland has
Mexico's
most
famous
name
Is
America's
m011i
•
•
earned that. . Before nobody
demanded anything of her, but we
did and she responded. She put in a
Jot of hard work and it's paying
off.

Offer good
Thru March 13

Albuque1que-, ~m 87131.

ACROSS

Senior Rick Connell upped his
inning, the Lobos iced the opener record to 2-0 with six strong inwith four runs on five singles in the nings. Jack Hollis finished the
second frame. Art DeLao, Cain, second game by fanning five
Rutledge and Steve Muccio chalked NMSU hitters in the final tnree
frames, although two wild pitches
up RBI's in the fnning.
accounted for the second Aggie
An unusual play highlighted the run.
UNM third inning. Jan South drove
in Randy Rima with an apparent
Art DeLao led an outstanding
· double to left-center. But Aggie Lobo defense in the doubleheader
pitcher Billy Moya appealed to with several pretty plays, including
first-base, and the base umpire a leaping stab of a John Chavez
called South out for not touching liner in the fourth inning of the
the base, which nullified the hit and opener.
the run since it was the third out of
the inning,
UNM now has an impressive 10-1
record,
and has outscored its
Aggie reliever, Randy Schmaltz,
78-14 in toe last seven
opponents
pitched through a nightmare in the
games.
sixth, as the Lobos sent 13 men to
the plate, tallying nine runs.
Pinchhitters Walt Arnold and Mike
Corrigan each knocked in a pair of
runs during the rally.

F•IS h Ranc h

~

four times in the first inning, with
doubles by Cain and Delmonico,
and a triple by Konitzer .c;loipg the
damage.

Ra-es11S cents pet word pot do.y, one dollo.r mlolmum. Advertl&el'f!ent& fUll f~ve or
rnore consecutive days with no changes, nine cents per word pet do.y (no r•tund1
If co.ncelled before five Insertions),· Clo.sslfled advertisements mus~ be po.ld In
o.dvo.nce.,mo.rton Hall Room 105 Of .b.!J mo.ll to Clcuslfled Advettl.sfll9t uNm Box20,

'.

SANDWICH

•

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Ranger Sells 'Wilderness Ethi9'

CtJ

~

About ·Environmental Effects
Of Hikers' Activities

0
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By Tim Higgins
Inspired
by articles in last week's
u
......
I><: travel issue, Wilderness Ranger Jon
!I)
Sering, clad in hiking clothes and a
~ wide-brimmed hat, paid a visit to
~
LOBO.
z theWalking
into the newsroom, the
00 tan, bearded Sering decided he'd
!I)
0.0 rather talk outside-"! don't like
CtJ
~ the idea of being surrounded by
walls,'' he said,
Sering, 27, -will soon begin his
tenth season as a wilderness ranger
for the forest service. His job from
April to October, is to backpack
through the Wheeler Peak
Wilderness (near Taos) and talk to
hikers about the environmental
effects of their activities. He tries to
Q
0

~

sell them on a philosophy of seeing a lake surrounded by 20
responsibility toward the. wilder- orange tents, all you see aound you
·
ness, which the forest service _calls is nature,"
"the wilderness ethic.''
Sering said a stove should be
With U.S. wilderness use in- considered a necessity by backcreasing every year, "there are packers because of the damage
going to have to be more done by users of wood fires. "At
regulations governing wilderness Lost Lake (in the heeler Wilderness)
use unless people take the initiative about 200 trees have been cut down
,and there are about 70 campfire
themselves," Seringsaid.
"People should camp at least 150 rings," he said. "It looks more like
feet away from lakes and streams a developed park th1.1.n a wilderness.
when it's possible. It's also better to People even build fire rings within a
camp under trees than in open few feet of existing rings,
"And people shouldn't do their
meadows. The meadows are more
fragile and can't take much punish- washing in lakes and streams, but
ment. Besides, camping back in the should take the water up to their
trees makes the wilderness seem campsite and do the washing there.
larger. Instead of looking o'ut and Even bio-degradeable soap takes
two or three months to disintegrate."
Looking out over UNM's murky
duckpond, Sering said, "Maybe
some day Lost Lake will end up
looking like this."
Ideally, the hiker should leave no
Gym, police said. Damage was trace of his visit to an area,
estimated at $60.
Ideally, the hiker should leave no
At a dance, early last Sunday
morning someone broke the glass in trace of his visit to an area. "I do
the door at the north entrance to fine people for littering or not
the Purple Room at the Student having a permit, but only as a last
Union Building, a student working resort. Mostly I just try to educate
there told police.
them.

Rash of Vandalism
Breaks Out at UNM

..

By Steve Nolan
The break-in at the UNM Alumni
Memorial Chapel late Sunday or
early Monday was one of five
incidents of vandalism on campus
during the last 11 days, UNM police
said.
UNM police officer Robert
Doxey discovered that a door on
the south side of the chapel was
open. When he checked the front
doors on the east side of the chapel
he found that the left hand door
had been ripped open. He also
found the door to. the organ loft
open and all the alter candles lit.
Police said the door was splintered at the top and bottom and the
locks were torn out. Damage was
estimated at $200.
The door was removed Monday
morning for repairs and replaced
that afternoon. ·
UNM detectives said that they
had not yet determined if any
property had been taken from the
chapel.
Police also said that the tires on
two automobiles belonging to the
same man were slashed on two
separate evenings during the 11-day
period.
The man. told .UNM police last
week that his Blazer's right tire,
valued at $70 was slashed Feb. 25 in
the parking lot north of Johnson
Gym. Two nights later he found
that the left front and rear tires of
his station wagon had been slashed,
police said. ·
On Feb. 28 a student found that
someone had broken the left front
window of her car while it was
parked in a lot south of Johnson

Tobias to Make
Suggestions
In Budget Plan
The ASUNM president will announce his recommendations for
the amount of money to be placed
on the spring budget referendum
for groups requesting money;
· The Finance Committee will also
announce its recommendations for
the amount of money to be put on
the spring budget.
ASUNM Vice President Dorothy
Davidson, Sen. Kent Ghahremani
and the members of the gallery are
listed as preliminary business.
Reports from committees and
others will include President
Damon Tobias' recommendations
for the budget and reports from the
ASUNM treasurer, Presidential
Appointment, Finance, Steering,
and the Executive Committees.
There is no listing for old
business.
New business includes: Bill 11
about an ASUNM Senate and Dean
of Students liaison, and Resolution
9 about the New Mexico Boys Ran-

Bargain
Matinees
Every Wed
At1pmAII
Seats $1 25

Ranger Sering spends four and a half. months of
every year in the wilderness.
"The main point I try to get
acros.s is that while the forest
service administers the wilderness,
it belongs to you, so it's up to you
to take the time to talk to other
people about the wilderness ethic."

"I don't want to get stuck behind
a desk," he said. "One morning I
woke up near a lake, the next
morning, in a meadow full of
flowers or near a waterfall-! could
never give that up."

Students $1 25
Every Mon
day& Tues.

Held Over
3rd Week

Humphrey Bogart in SAHARA
(Wed. At 1:00 & 7:30)
Jean Harlow & Loretta Young in
PLATINUM BLONDE
(Wed. at 2:40 & 9:10)

SUNSHINE THEATRE
CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

Tonight At
7:45, 9:30

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINEE!

She was only a little girl.
She lived in a great big house
.... all alone.

BEST FOREIGN FILM
BEST ACTRESS
MARIE-CHRISTINE BARRAULT
BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY

Where is her mother?
Where is her father?
Where are all the people
who went to visit her?
Whatisher
unspeakable secret?
Everyone who knows
is dead.;· .
,'•

SAMUEL Z. ARK OFF presenls A lEV BRAUN PRODUCTION

AN AMERICAN INTtRNATIONAL RELEASE

JODIE FOSTER· MARTIN SHEEN· ALEXIS SMITH~~•. Hallet
MORT SHUMAN · SCOTT JACOBY,N
"THE LITTLE GIRL WHO LIVES DOWN THE LANE"
Execulive Producers HAROLD GREENBERG & ALFRED PARiSER · Musrc Supervrsor MORT SHUMMl
Original Score CHRISTIAN GAUBERT· Musrc Publisher INDUSTRIAL MUSIC· Color prinls by MOVIE lAB
Screenplay by LAIRD KOENIG based on hrs novel· Produced by ZEV BRAUN • Drrecled by NICHOLAS GESSNER

ALBERT SCHWARTZ • I MAE J ROSENTHAL
PRESENT
A FILM BY JEAN CHAALES TACCHELLA
STARRING MARl" CHRISTINE BARRAUL T • VICTOR LANOUX • MARIE FRANCE PISIER
GUY MARCHAND Gaumcmt·Frlms PomP.reu • Northal Frlm Otst Ltd ~0'1

Starts
Friday!

Tonight At
7:55 9:45

ch.

..

